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Earth Fixed Cross Range
r. qv
j=/2 _ lat 1 dt
q = dynamic pressure
Vr = relative velocity
at = total angle of attack
Product of dynamic pressure and angle of
attack.
Vehicle altitude above the referenced ellip-
soid measured along the geocentric position
vector.
Angle between the pitch plane relative velocity
component and the longitudinal axis of the vehicle,
measured positive nose up.
Component of the resultant aerodynamic force
along the vehicle longitudinal axis (X axis
of PASCS 8a), measured positive toward the
tail of the vehicle.
Angle between-instantaneous space fixed
position vector and space fixed position
vector at Guidance Reference Release
Angle measured in the equatorial plane between
the orbit plane descending node and the space
fixed meridian plane defined at Guidance Ref-
ference Release.
Component of the resultant aerodynaz_c force
along the earth fixed velocity vector, mea-
sured positive opposite to the velocity vector.
i (Density) x (Relative Velocity) 2
_x
Position vector components in an earth-fixed
pad-centered plumbline coordinate system.
The Xe axis is coincident with the reference
ellipsoid normal, positive upward. The Ze
axis is parallel to the earth-fixed aiming
azimuth and is positive downrange. The Ye
axis completes a right handed system. (PASCS lO)
Ye component of PASCS i0 position vector.
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,Angle between the earth fixed velocity vector
and the earth fixed geocentric position vector
(PASCS ll), measured positive downrange from
the position vector.
Velocity vector components in PASCS I0.
4_e 2 . 2 2+ Ye +
Angle defining orientation of the space
fixed coordinate system downrange axis, Zs,
at Guidance Reference Release, measured
positive east of north in plane normal to
the space fixed Xs axis at Guidance Ref-
erence Release.
Angle between the geocentric radius vector
and the true equatorial plane, measured
positive north of the equator.
Angle between the reference ellipsoid
normal through the point of interest and
the true equatorial plane, measured posi-
tive north of the equator.
Surface range measured from launch site to
the sub vehicle point.
Angle between the instantaneous flight plane
and the eqtmtorial plane.
Angle between the Greenwich meridian plane
and the projection of the geocentric posi-
tion vector in the equatorial plane, measured
positive east cf Greenwich.
That part of the total measurable acceleration
directed along the longitudinal axis of the
vehicle.
(Relative Velocity) - (Local Speed of Sound)
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Mass of the vehicle.
Component of the resultant aerodynamic force
normal to the vehicle X axis, and in the X-Z
plane (PASCS 8a), measured positive toward
Position I.
Eulerian angle of vehicle attitude measured
with respect to the space fixed coordinate
system. Vehicle attitude is defined by the
ordered rotation of pitch, yaw, and roll,
respectively. (See illustration)
_Xs 2 + ys 2 + Zs 2
Velocity relative to the atmosphere (includes
wind velocity).
Position vector components in a spaced fixed,
earth centered, plumbline coordinate system
defined at Guidance Reference Release. The
Xs axis is parallel to the reference ellip-
soid normal which passes through the launch
site. The Zs axis is parallel to, and posi-
tive in the same direction as the earth-
fixed firing azimuth. The Ys axis completes
the right handed system. This is Project
Apollo Standard Coordinate System 13. (PASCS 13.)
Ys component of PASCS 13 position vector.
Angle between the space-fixed velocity vector
and the radius vector (PASCS 13), measured
positive downrange from radius vector.
Velocity vector components in PASCS 13.
2 + #s2 + 2
Instantaneous flight time referenced to
first motion.
Weight of vehicle in pounds.
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SUMMARY
This document presents a determination of the performance capability of the
SA-2OA/LM-1 launch vehicle under the conditions imposed by the premature
shutdown of a single S-IB engine. The ground rules for the study were
those defined by the AS-2OA/LM-1 Launch Vehicle Operational Flight Tra-
jectory (Revision I) presented in Reference 1.
Vehicle performance degradation due to single S-IB engine failure is pre-
sented in Figure II. Under 3-sigma low flight conditions the vehicle has
mission capability with an S-IB engine failure after 55.0 seconds of flight.
An engine failure at 36.1 seconds of powered flighttime would result in a
50% probability of mission success. An engine failure any time during flight
would cause no problems from a controllability standpoint. Detailed trajectory
data is presented for S-IB stage single engine failures at flight times of O,




The objectives of this study are to determine and evaluate the effect of an
S-IB stage outboard engine failure on the mission capability of the SA-2OA/
LM-1 Launch Vehicle and to present detailed trajectory data listings for
selected times of engine failure. The engine out times considered to be
of interest are:
i) The earliest engine failure time that will be compatible with
launch vehicle controllability and separation criteria;
2) The earliest engine failure time that will provide a 50% proba-
bility of achieving the prescribed orbital conditons ;
3 ) The earliest engine failure time that will provide a 3 sigma
probability of achieving the prescribed orbital conditions.
The analysis and study results presented herein are consistent with the
AS-204/IR-I Launch Vehicle Operational Flight Trajectory (Revision I),
documented in Reference i.
2.0 DISCUSSION
2.1 MISSIO_ DESCRIPTION: For the Apollo/Saturn 20_ Mission considered
herein, the primary objective of the launch vehicle is to insert the
S-IVB/IU/Payload configuration into a near earth 85/120 nautical mile
elliptical orbit. The payload consists of a Lunar Module (LM), 25 ° Nose Cone,
and Spacecraft/LM Adapter.
The nominal predicted AS-2Oh/LM-I Launch Vehicle Operational Trajectory
considered in this study is documented in Reference 1. The programmed
flight sequence of events for the SA-2OA/LM-1 vehicle is presented in
Table 1. Table 2 presents the SA-20&/LM-1 vehicle weights breakdown.
These data were extracted from and are consistent with Reference 1.
The term "alternate mission" is employed in this study to designate the
effects on the above mission of a single S-IB stage engine failure during
powered S-IB stage flight and does not imply a preplanned inflight change
to the basic mission.
2.2 IAUNCH VEHICLE AND ENVIRONMENT DESCRIPTION: For the purpose of this
analysis, the SA-20A/_-I launch Vehicle is defined by the subsystem character-
istics and data in Reference I. The atmospheric properties incorporated in
the trajectory simulations are as defined by the 1963 Patrick Reference
Atmosphere. The Fischer earth model and potential functic_ are Utilized.
The average mean September and October head/tail wind profiles were in-
cluded in all trajectory simulations discussed herein.
2.3 GUIDANCE AND CGNTROL: Gttdance of the SA-20_/EM-I Launch Vehicle into
orbit is divided into two distinct guidance modes: i) Pre-IGM; and 2) IGM.
The Pre-IGM Guidance Mode provides pitch, yaw and roll attitude angle
commands using prespecified functions of time from liftoff to the time of
IGM initiation. The nominal commanded pitch attitude history for the AS-
20A/LM-I Mission is depicted in Figure 17A.
For an S-IB stage engine out condition the "Chi Freeze" modification to the
Pre-IGM Mode is implemented. The Chi Freeze modification implements a con-
stant pitch attitude comnand for the Chi Freeze time interval given in
Figure T as a function of engine out time. At the end of the Chi Freeze time
interval the argument of the S-IB stage tilt program is biased by the value
of the Chi Freeze time. For engine failure prior to 30 seconds of flight
time, the Chi Freeze interval is the value sho_au in Figure Y but the start
of the freeze interval is delayed until 30 seconds of flight time has
passed. For an engine failure after 30 seconds of flight time, the Chi Freeze
time interval in Figure Y is implemented at the time of engine out. For
example, the S-IB stage tilt program resulting from the Chi Freeze modification
for an engine out at liftoff is depicted in FiXate i_A (See
Reference 2).
The IGM is an active closed loop guidance scheme which provides pitch and
yaw attitude angle cce_ands from the time of IGM initiation to J-2
cutoff signal. The connanded roll attitude angle is zero. It is noted
that the Iterative Guidance Mode is an active guidance mode which will _uide
the S-IVB stage from a given point in space to the prespecified launch
vehicle targeting condition. Thus, assuming successful S-IB/S-IVB sepa-
ration and launch vehicle performance capability, the desired orbit inser-
tion condition can be achieved.
Pitch, yaw and roll attitude control are maintained by the four swivelable
H-I engines, engines no. i, 2, 3, and _, during the S-IB stage of powered
flight. The J-2 engine provides pitch and yaw attitude control throughout
the S-IVB stage of powered flight. Roll attitude control is maintained by
the Auxiliary Propulsion System (APS). Failure of one of the S-IB outboard
engines will cause vehicle attitude rates and attitude errors to deviate
from the nominal due to Chi Freeze logic and the reduction of control authority
2.h FLIGHT SEQUENCE OF EVENTS: The nominal flight sequence of events,
for the purpose of this study, is presented in Table 1. Off nominal pro-
pulsion system performance produces significant changes in this nominal
sequence of events. Of primary interest are the events which establish
LVDC time bases and the subsequent events dependent on these time bases.
A discussion of pertinent time bases and associated events follows:
i) Time Base 2 (TB2): TB2 is nominally established by S-IB stage
propellant level sensor actuation or by a back-up LVDC signal
initiated 1.75 seconds after the precalculated time, if a
sufficient downrange velocity exists The dependent events
pertinent to this study are Inboard Engine Cutoff Signal (IECO),
interconnection of thrust OK switches, and fuel depletion probe
arming. Interconnection of the thrust OK pressure switches
(TOPS), which occurs at TB2 + 5.2 seconds, provides for issuance
of the OECO signal if any outboard engine is experiencing low
thrust after this time. Thus, if a TOPS switch indicates low
pressure prior to TB2 + 5.2 seconds only that engine from which
the low pressure indication is received will be cutoff.
2) Time Base 3 (TB3): TB3 is nominally established at outboard
engine cutoff (OECO) by actuation of propellant depletion
probes or by a backup LVDC signal initiated at TB2 + i0 seconds.
Pertinent dependent events are ullage rocket firing, S-IB/S-IVB
separation signal, J-2 engine start signal, and IGM guidance
initiation.
3) Time Base _ (TB_): TB_ is initiated by deactivation of the S-IVB
thrust OK switches at S-IVB engine cutoff. For the purposes of
this study, TBA occurs at approximately 0.2 seconds after Guidance
Cutoff Signal (GCS). GCS is initiated when the S-IVB stage obtains
a predetermined space fixed velocity magnitude. The significant
events subsequent to TB4 are the preplanned orbital maneuvers and
S-IVB stage venting.
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In the event of an S-IB stage engine out condition the LVDC will adjust the
back-up time for initiation of TB2 by 8/7 of the remaining nominal level
sensors actuation time plus 1.75 seconds. In addition, the LVDC back-up
time for initiation of TB3 is adjusted correspondingly. This will allow
initiation of TB2 by level sensors actuation, and subsequent events, at a
later flight time.
3.0 RESULTS
3.1 VEHICLE CONTROL: It has been determined that controllability and
separation criteria can be met by launch vehicle SA-20A/LM-I whenever a
single S-IB control engine failure occurs provided the "Chi Freeze" mod-
ification to the Pre-IGM guidance mode is implemented (Reference 2). The
Chi Freeze logic programmed for vehicle SA-2OA/LM-I is described in Figure
I. This figure presents a graph of the Chi Freeze interval as a function
of time of S-IB engine failure. The interval of constant attitude co_m_nd
is initiated at the time of engine failure unless the failure occurs prior
to 30 seconds flight time. In this case, the initiation of the freeze
interval is delayed until 30 seconds flight time has elapsed.
Reference 2 also indicates that a lower control engine failure is the
worst possible case from a controllability and separation standpoint
Engine no. A _as therefore arbitrarily chosen as the failed engine for
all trajectories presented in this study. It should be noted, however,
that from a performance standpoint, there is some dispersion in vehicle
capability caused by the varying performance levels of the individual
engines.
3.2 PERFORMANCE CAPABILITY: The SA-2OA/LM-I launch Vehicle nominal weight
in orbit is predicted to be 70,205 pounds. This is 3,386 pounds in excess
of the nominal propellant depletion weight (Reference i). The allocation
of 1,3OO pounds for Flight Performance Reserve (Reference 3) leaves 2,086
pounds of S-IVB propellants to compensate for an S-IB engine failure with
a three sigma probability of mission success.
Figure I/presents a curve of payload degradation as a function of S-IB stare
single engine failure time. An engine failure at 55.0 seconds effects a
degradation of 2,086 pounds of payload. Thus, engine failure at this time
or later results in at least a three sigma probability of mission success
Referring again to Figure _, a payload degradation of 3,386 pounds occurs
if an S-IB engine fails at 36.1 seconds of flight time. An engine failure
at this time would necessitate FPR consumption, and reduce mission success
probability to 50%. Engine failure at lift-off, although presenting no
control or separation problems, results in essentially a zero probability
of attaining the desired orbital insertion conditions.
3.3 LAUNCH VEHICLE ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES: The three trajectories
outlined in the Introduction to this document are discussed below. Tables
and curves relative to each of these trajectories are found elsewhere in
this document as indicated in the following paragraphs.
3.3.1 AS-204/LM-I Alternate Mission Trajector_y__No.l: Paragraph 3.1
indicated that the earliest control engine failure that wil] be com-
patible with launch vehicle controllability and separation criteria
is engine failure at first motion. The tra,_ectory simulation resulting
from engine no. A failure at 0 seconds flight time is denoted for the
purpose of this document as AS-20&/LM-I Alternate Mission Trajectory
Number 1. Data pertaining to this trajectory are presented in Appendix
A. The sequence of events for this trajectory is presented in Table 1A.
A comparison of significant trajectory parameters at pertinent flight
events between the nominal trajectory and A/M trajectory No. 1 is pre-
sented in Table 2A. Trajectory listings of AS-2OA/LM-1 A/M Tra._ectorv
No. 1 are presented in Tables 3A and _A. Corresponding listings in
English units are given in Tables 5A and 6A. Figures IA through 33A
present curves of selected parameters from the alternate mission
compared to the nominal values obtained from the Revised Operational
Trajectory.
The engine failure at liftoff causes time base 2 events to be delaT,_ed
by 19.6 seconds and time base 3 events to be delayed by 22.1 seconds.
The S-IVB stage burned to a propellant depletion shutdown at an ex-
tended S-IVB burn time of 8.1 seconds.
Figures IA through 6A present trajectory parameter histories for the
Alternate Mission Trajectory No. 1 as compared to the nominal. It is
noted that the prescribed launch vehicle targeting velocit_ is not
achieved by the alternate mission trajectory due to propellant de-
pletion shutdown of the S-IVB stage. At J-2 engine shutdown signal,
the vehicle inertial velocity is 7716.23 m/sec. This is 105,26 m_sec
less than the target velocity for Guidance Cutoff Signal (GCS), and pro-
duces S-IVB/IU/Payload impact approximately 31 minutes after liftoff at
13.A ° N. latitude and 8.7 ° E. longitude.
Maximum engine deflection angle encountered is approximately 1.OO
degree. This occurs in the pitch plane of engine no. 3 at 5_ seconds
and again at 105 seconds flight time (Figure 25A).
The launch vehicle experiences large angles of attack in both pitc_
and yaw during the early portion of S-IB stage of flight (Figure 7A,
8A). The angle of attack has declined to an acceptable level, however,
by the time a significant dynamic pressure is attained (Figure 9A).
The aerodynamic load indicator (the product of angle of attack and
_vnamic pressure) exhibits greater loads in the engine out case than
in the nominal. Maximum loads are within accepted tolerances (Figure
lOA ).
Vehicle attitude error and attitude rate during the period between
stage separation and IGM initiation are shown in Figures 28A throuF, h
33A for the nominal and A/M No. 1 trajectories. The vehicle attitude
rates for pitch, yaw, and roll deviate only slightly from the nominal
while the vehicle attitude errors are within limits.
3.3.2 AS-20_LM-I Alternate Mission Tra_jectory No. 2: Paragraph 3 2
indicated that the earliest engine failure that will provide a 50%
probability of achieving the prescribed orbital conditions is
engine failure at 36.1 seconds flight time. The trajectory simu-
lation resulting from engine number A failure at 36.1 seconds is
denoted for the purposes of this document as AS-2OA/LM-1 Alternate
Mission Trajectory No. 2. Data pertaining to this trajectory are
presented in Appendix B. The sequence of events for this trajectory
is presented in Table lB. A comparison of significant trajectory
parameters at pertinent flight events between the nominal trajectory
and A/M trajectory No. 2 is presented in Table 2B. Trajectory
listings of AS-2OA/LM-1 A/H Trajectory No. 2 are presented in Tables
3B and AB. Corresponding listings in English units are given in
Tables 5B and 6B. Figures IB through 33B present curves of selected
parameters from the alternate mission as compared to the n_ninal
values obtained from the Revised Operational Trajectory.
The engine failure at 36.1 seconds causes time base 2 events to be
delayed by 14.1 seconds and time base 3 events to be delayed by
16.6 seconds. The extended burn time of S-IVB stage is 8.1 seconds.
Figures 1B through 6B present trajectory parameter histories for
Alternate Mission Trajectory No. 2 as compared to the nominal. It
is noted that the prescribed launch vehicle targeting conditions are
achieved by the alternate mission.
Maximum engine deflection angle encountered is approximately 1.5
degrees. This occurs in the pitch plane of engine no. 3 at 38
seconds flight time (Figure 25B).
Vehicle angle of attack, dynamic pressure, and aerodynamic loading
indicator in the alternate mission trajectory no. 2 each experience
some deviation from the nominal. However_ the deviations are within
acceptable limits (Figures 7B through lOB).
Vehicle attitude error and attitude rate during the period between
separation and IGM initiation are shown in Figures 28B through 33B
for the nominal and A/M No. 2 trajectories. Slightly Larger ex-
cursions in both these parameters are experienced in the alternate
mission simulation. However, the excursions are within acceptable
limits.
3.3.3 AS-204/LM-I Alternate Mission Trajectory No_3: Paragraph 3.2
indicated that the earliest engine failure that will provide a three
sigma probability of achieving mission success is engine failure at
55 .O seconds flight time. The trajectory which simulates these con-
ditions is denoted as AS-2OA/LM-1 Alternate Mission Trajectory No 3.
Data pertaining to this trajectory is presented in Appendix C. The
sequence of events for this trajectory is presented in Table 1C.
A comparison of significant trajectory parameters at pertinent flight
events between the nominal trajectory and A/M trajectory No. 3 is pre-
sented in Table 2C. Trajectory listings of AS-2OA/LM-1 A/M Trajectory
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No. 3 are presented in Tables 3C and AC. Corresponding listings
in English units are given in Tables 5Cand 6C. Figures IC through
33C present curves of selected parameters from the alternate mission
as comparedto the nominal values obtained from the Revised Opera-
tional Trajectory.
The engine failure at 55.0 seconds causes time base 2 events to be
delayed by ll.2 seconds and time base 3 events to be delayed by 13.7
seconds. The extended burn time of the S-IVB stage is 5.0 seconds.
Figures 1C through 6Cpresent trajectory parameter histories for
Alternate Mission Trajectory No. 3 as comparedto the nominal. It
is noted that the prescribed launch vehicle targeting conditions are
achieved by the alternate mission.
Maximumengine deflection angle encountered is approximately 1.8
degrees. This occurs in the pitch plane oi' engine no. 3 at 57.0
seconds and again at 6A seconds flight time (Figure 25C)
Vehicle angle of attack, dynamicpressure history, and aerodynamic
loading indicator differ significantly from the nominal trajectory
values (Figures 7C through 1OC), but are within acceptable tolerances.
During the period between stage separation and IGMinitiation slightly
larger excursions in vehicle attitude rates and attitude errors are
also noted in the alternate mission simulation. However, these de-
viations are within acceptable limits (Figures 28Cthrough 33C).
3.3.A Trajectory Data Tapes. The trajectory data tapes required for
distribution by MSFC, R-AERO-FM, are identified below:
Trajectory i:
Listing (Printout Tape)
CCSD/Slidell Reel No. 6592
MSFC copy transmitted August 7, 1967.
J
Data tape (BT)
CCSD/Slidell Reel No. 0A97
MSFC copy transmitted August 7, 1967.
Trajectory 2:
Listing (Printout Tape)
CCSD/Slidell Reel No. AOI6
MSFC copy transmitted August 7, 1967.
J
Data tape (BT)
CCSD/Slidell Reel No. 6826




CCSD/Slidell Reel No. 5255
_FC copy transmitted August 7, 1967;
Data tape (B7)
CCSD/Slidell Reel No. 10038
_FC copy transmitted August 7, 1967.
3.& TRACKING SUMMARY: Tracking coverage of each AS-2OA/LM-I Launch Vehicle
Operational Alternate Mission Trajectory is sunmmrized in Table 3. This table
provides a comparison of the tracking coverage for the AS-2OA/LM-I nominal and
alternate mission trajectories. Tracking station acquisition and loss times
for the alternate mission trajectories usually occur later than during nominal
flight, due to the lower altitude and reduced velocity profile being flown.
-iO-
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TA1311_1
AS.2OA/LM-1L/V OPERATIONALTERNATEMISSIONTRAJECTORIES
v_2_ TNOMINAL FLIGHT SEQu_,C". OF EV_TS
L C..tI_, L FLI_..,,. PROGRAM
(!lUg:NIN: SEC). _ TI}m (SEC)
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Guidance Reference Relcase (GRR).
Initiate S-IB _inztage Ignition
Sequence.
First Motion.
Lift-off Signal. Initiate Tir,e Base 1
Initiate Pitch and Roll M_neuvers.
Control Gain Switch Point.
Maximum Dynamic Pressure.
Control Gain Switch Point.
Control Gain Switch Point.
Enable S-IB Propellant Level Sensors.
Tilt Arrest.
Level Sensor Activation;
Initiate Time Base 2.
Inboard Engine Cutoff (IECO).
Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECO);
Initiate TLme Base 3.
Separation Signal,
SmlB/S-_V'_ Physical Separation;
Control Gain Switch Point.
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TABLEi (Cent'd)
AS-2OA/LM-I _V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES
NOMINAL FLIGHT SEQUL:_CE OF EVE_JTS
NC]LL':AL FLIGHT _i_






























J-2 Engine Start Ccm_nd.
Ullage Burn Oat.
90% J-2 Thract Level.
Co._--_andPU System Activation.
Jettison Ullage Rocket _;otor3.
C_-:_a_ndActive Guidance /_nitiation.
Control Gain Switch PoSit.
F2_ S.,ift Sensed by IGM.
Guidance Cutoff Signal (GCS).
Initi_;_c Time _ase 4. (Reflects an


























S-IVI_ APS Propellant Consumed
Ullage Cases
S-IVB "90% _hrust" Weight
S-IVB GH2 Start Zank
S-IVB Buildup Propellant Consumed
Ullage Propellant Consumed
S-IVB Detonation Package







S-IVB Aft Frame Hardware
S-IB/S-IVB Interstage
S-IB Dry Weight
S-IB Residuals and Reserves
S-IVB Frost Consumed
S-IB Frost Consumed
S-IB Seal Purge Consumed
S-IB Fuel Additive Consumed
S-IB Gearbox Lubricant Consumed
Inboard Engine Thrust Decay Prpt Consumed
Outboard Engine Thrust Decay Prpt Consumed
To Separation

























AS-2OA/LM-I I/V OPERATIGNAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES




Nominal Mission No. _ Mission No. 2
Acq. Loss Acq. Loss Acq. Loss






Glotrac I 27 A68 27 A80 27 A9A 37 500
Bassett Cove iiO A91 115 505 118 517 131 525
Atlantic 185 533 201 5A9 201 560 218 569
Grand Turk 329 A69 377 A68 359 A90 A08 &81
Bermuda 3A1 699 367 718 370 727 391 737
TEL_RY
Cape Tel A 25 A67 25 A79 25 A93 3A A99
MILA-CIF 20 A68 20 A80 20 A93 29 500
Vero Beach 65 A67 66 A79 68 A93 82 A99
New Smyrna 56 A65 56 A77 57 A91 71 A97
P. F. Ship 382 722 AO8 7Al A12 750 A32 761
Grand Bahama iiO A92 116 505 118 518 131 526
Grand Turk 328 ATO 376 A69 358 A91 A06 A83
Bermuda 3A6 701 372 720 375 730 396 7AO
C-BAND RADAR
MILA 28 i66 28 A78 28 &92 39 A99
Patrick Al &66 Al &78 Al A92 5A &99
Grand Bahama ii0 i91 115 5OA 118 517 131 525
Grand Turk 327 A71 375 A71 357 A93 AOA A85
Bermuda 3A6 701 372 720 375 730 396 7AO
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Figure II
AS-20&/IM-1 _V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES
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APPENDIX A: "AS-204/LM-I A/M TRAJECTORY NO.I DATA DISPLAY"
TABLEIA



















































Guidance Reference kelease (GRR).
Initiate S-IB Mainsta_e IFnition
Sequence.
First Motion. Engine No. 4 Premature
Shutdown.
Lift-off Signal. Initiate Time Base I
Command Pitch and Roll Maneuvers.
Control Gain Switch Point.
Maximum Dynamic Pressure.
Control Gain Switch Point.
Control Gain Switch Point.
Enable S-IB Propellant Level Sensors.
CommanJ Tilt Arrest
Level Sensor Activation;
Initiate Time Base 2.
Inboard Engine Cutoff (IECO).
Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECO);
Initiate Time Base 3.
Separation Signal.
S-IB/S-IVB Physical Separation;
Control Gain Switch Point.
TABLE 1A (Cont 'd)
AS-2OA/I_4-1 _V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORY NO. 1
FLIGHT SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
NOXINAL FLIGHT _i_.iE PROGI_.I




0:2:53.0 172.95 (8.7) 3
C:2:57.6 177.55 (13.3) 3
0"3:01.._, 181.. _ (17.0) 3
O: 5:O8.0 307.95 (143.7) 3
0:8:18.3 498.25 ---
O :i0 :28.3 628.34 ---
O:31:O2.8 1862.76 ---
J-2 Engine Start Co,rotund.
Ullage Burn Cut.
90% J-2 Thrust Level.
ConJnand PU System Activatior:.
Jettison Ullage Rocket _iotor3.
Comraand Active Guidance Initiation.
Control Gain Switch Point.
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AS.20&/IA4-1 I/V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECT(R/ES
AERODYNAMIC L_DING INDICATOR HISTORY
S-IB STAGE
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AS-204/LM-I I_V OI_TIO_L ALT_TE MISSIOR _AJEC_IES
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AS-204/LIi-I _/V OP_IATiOiIAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES
ROLL ATTITUDE RATE HISTORT
S-I3 STAGE
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FIGURE 33A,






































APP/_DIX B: "AS-20_/LM-I A/M TRAJECTORY NO.2 DATA DISPIAY"
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TABLE 1B
AS-20&/LM-I L/V OPERAqIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORY NO. 2
FLIGH_ SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
NOMINAL FLIOH_ _IF_
(.R:MI.:SEC)
- 0:0:O5.0 - 5.00




0:0:00.2 0.20 (O.0) I
0:0:10.2 1C.20 (10.O) 1
0:0:36 .I 36.09 ---
0:0:40.2 40.20 (40.0) 1
0 :i:15 .O 75.00 ---
0 :1:40.2 100.20 (lO0.O) 1
0:2:00.2 120.20 (120.0) 1
0:2:12.5 132.50 (132.3) 1
0:2:29.3 149.25 (149.1) 1
0:2:30.1 150.09 (0.0) 2
0:2:33.2 153.19 (3.1) 2
EVENT
Guidance Reference Release (GRR).
Initiate S-IB Mainsta_e I_nition
Sequence.
First Motion.
Lift-off Signal. Initiate Time Base 1
Co_m_nd Pitch and Roll Maneuvers.
Engine No. 4 Premature Shutdown.
Control Gain Switch Point.
Maximum Dynamic Pressure.
Control Gain Switch Point.
Control Gain Switch Point.
Enable S-IB Propellant Level Sensors.
Command Tilt Arrest.
Level Sensor Activation; Initiate
Time Base 2.
Inboard Engine Cutoff (IECO).
0:2:38.7 158.69
0:2 :&O.O 159.99




Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECO) ;
Initiate Time Base 3.
Separation Signal.
S-IB/S-IVB Physical Separation;
Control Gain Switch Point.
-76-
TABLE IB (Cont'd)
AS-20A/LM-I L/V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORY NO.
FLIGHT SEI_UENCE OF EVENTS
NOMINAL FLIGHT























0 :I0:32.8 632.75 _ ----
0 :ii :08.0 667.95 (h5.0)h
0:20:23.0 1222.95 (600 .O)A
0 :53:55.O 3235 .OO ....
h :30 :O0.0 16200.00 ----
EVENT
J-2 Engine Start Command.
Ullage Burn Out.
90% J-2 Thrust Level.
Command PU System Activation.
Jettison Ullage Rocket Motors.
Command Active Guidance Initiation.
Control Gain Switch Point.
EMR Shift Sensed by IGM.
Guidance Cutoff Signal (GCS).
Initiate Time Base h. (Reflects an
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AS-2OA/LM-I L/V OPERA_'IONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES







AS-20&/LM-I L/V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSIC_ TRAJECTORIES
SPACE FIXED AZIMUTH HIS"TO/_
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AS-20_/_-I L/V OPERATIOt_AL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES
TRAJECTORY PROFILE
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AS-204/LM-I L/V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES
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AS-20&/LM-I L/V OPERATIONAL AL_ MISSION TRAJecTORIES
NACH NUMBER HISTORI
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AS-20&/LM-I L/V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTOH/ES
PITCH ATTITUDE CC_94AND HISTORY
S-IB STAGE
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AS-20_/LM-I L/V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES































































AS-20&/LM-I L/V OPERATIONAL ALTEP_ATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES
PITCH ATTITUDE E220R HISTOK_f
S-IB STAGE
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AS-2OA/LM-I L/V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES






























AS-20&/LM-I L/V OPERATIOflAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES
ROLL ATTITUDE ERROR HISTORY
S-IB STA_
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AS-2C&/LM-I L/V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES
PITCH ATTITUDE RATE HISTORY,
S_B STAGE
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AS-2OA/LM-I L/V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES
PITCH DEFLECTION HISTOKY, ENGINES i AND 2
S-IB STAGE


































AS-2OA/LM-I L/V OPERATI0_AL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES
PITCH DEFLECTION HISTORY, ENGINE 3
S'IB STAGE



































AS-2OL/_,_,-1 L/V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES
YAW DEFLECTION HISTORY, ENGINE 1
S-IB STAGE
































AS-20&/124-1 L/V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES
YAW DEFLECTION HISTORY, ENGINES 2 AND 3
S-IB STAGE
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FIGURE 28B
AS-2OA/LM-I L/V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES
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FIGURE 29B
AS-2OA/LM-I L/V OPERATIGNAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES
YAW ATTITUDE ERROR HISTORY
S-IVB STAGE
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FIC,UHE 31B
AS-20&/LM-I L/V OP_TI_AL ALTE_ATE MISSION.TRAJECTORIE3
PITCH ATTITUDE RATE HTSTORI
S-l_ STAGE



















AS-2OA/LM-I L/V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORIES
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APPENDIX C: "AS-2Oh/IM-I A/M TRAJECTORY NO.3 DATA DISPLAY"
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TABLE 1C
AS-2OA/LM-1 L/V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORY NO. 3
FLIGHT SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
NO_INALn,IG_ TI_
.(HR: MIN: SEC_ (SEC)
- 0:0:05.0 - 5.00




0:0 :AO .2 A0.20
0:0:55.0 55.02
0 :1:09 .O 69.00











Guidance Reference Release (GRR).















Lift-off Signal. Initiate Time Base i.
Comm%nd Pitch and Roll Maneuvers.
Control Gain Switch Point.
Engine No. A Premature Shutdown.
Maximum Dynamic Pressure.
Control Cain Switch Point.
Control Gain Switch Point.
Enable S-IB Propellant Level Sensors.
Command Tilt Arrest.
Level Sensor Activation; Initiate
Time Base 2.
Inboard Engine Cutoff (IECO).
Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECO);
Initiate Time Base 3.
Separation Signal.
S-IB/S-IVBPhysical Separation;
Control Gain Switch Point.
-133-
TABLE iC (Cont'd)
AS-2OA/_.'-I L/V OPERATIONAL ALTERNATE MISSION TRAJECTORY NO.













(SEC) TIME (SEC) EVEr_I'
158.55 ( 2.7)3 J-2 Engine Start Command.
!60.9C Ullage Burn Out.
I(,i.85 90% J-2 Thrust Level.
16A.55 ( 8.7)3 Command PU System Activation.
169.15 (13.3) 3 Jettison Ullage Rocket Motors.
1.72.85 (17.0) 3 Con_mand Active Guidance Initiation.
299.55 (143.7) 3 Control Gain Switch Point.
4%.00 EMR Shift Sensed by IGM.






A :3¢ :O£ .0
617.O3 (0.0) A Initiate Time Base h. (Reflects an
approximate 0.2 second systems delay)
626.83 Orbital Insertion.
662.03 (AS.O) A ,_:os,e Cone ,Jettisoned.
1217.O3 (600.O)j SIA Pane] Deployment.
3235. OO .... L:! Separation.
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AS-20_/I_-I L/V OP_ATIO_L ALT_hNATE _ISSIO_ TRAJ_ES
ALTITUDE HISTORY
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• AS-20_/LM-I L/V OP_IATIONAL ALTIg_ETE I£TS_TON TRAJECTOR/E3































AS-2OA/IR-I L/V OP_,ATIO_L ALT_NATE MIS810_ TRAJZ_ES
SPACE _ PATH AI_LE HISTORY
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Figure 5C
AS-204/LI4-1 L/V OP_UtTIONAL ALT_JL_TE MISSION YRAJ_ES































AS-20_/LIN-I L/V OI:_%ATIONAL ALTerNATE MISSIOIq TRAJECTIIIES
TRAJEOIYRY PROFILE








AS-20_,/Z.,H-Z L/V 0P_.A'rzOKtL AL_'rz HZ,_ZON '['R.k_Z5
















































AS-20&/LN-I L/¥ OPI_ATIOIIAL ALTm_IATE l_IOll ']RAJECT(RIES























































































AS-_/_-I L/V OP_amL AL__ _Lsazol _mAj_
AERODYNAMIC L_DING INDICATC_ HISTORY
s-_ STAGE
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Fll_re "110
_-20h/LM-I L/¥ OP_kTIO_kL ALT_.I_TE KI_._I_ TI__E3
HACH NUI_]_ HISTORY
S-IB STAGE












_-20&/LN-I L_ OP_.ATIOtUL ALTIIXATE _3SION __ES
LONGITUDINAL ACCEL_TION ItlSTOBY
S-IB STAGE





















































AS-20&/LM-I L/V OP_ATIOIqAL ALT_NATE MISSION _Ao'ECTCRIE3
PITCH ATTITUDE _ HISTCRY
S-IB STAGE
_--80






































AS-20_/LM-I L/V OP_IATIOHAL ALT_RATE M.ISSIC_ T_JECTORIES
























AS-2OA/Lq-I L/V OPHRATIOHAL ALT_TE MISSION TRAJECTORIES
TAW ATTITUDE _qROR HISTORT
S-IB STAGE


























AS-20_/LK-I L/V OPERATIONAL ALT_RATE MISSION TRAJFLT(RIES
ROLL ATTITUDE EEEU2R HISTORT
S-IB STAGE
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AS-20&/LN-I L_ OPerATIONAL ALT_JIATE MISSZON TRA/ECTORIES
TAW ATTITL_)E RISTORT
S-IB STAGE
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AS-20_/IX-I _ OI_RATIOIAL ALT_ATE E_SlO_ TRAJF_alES
YAW ATTITUDE RATE HISTORY
S-IB STAGE
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AS-2Qk/LN-I L/V OP_ATIOHAL ALT_L_tTE N/SSION TRAJECtOR/ES
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AS-20&/U4-1 _/V OPERATIONAL ALT_TE MISSION TP_Jg_RI_
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_-204/LN-1 L/V OP_t_TIOmALALT_TE _ION TRAJECTORIES
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AS-20&/LM-I L/V OPerATIONAL ALT_INATE MISSION TRAJECT(ItIES

































































AS-20_/LH-I L/V OPERATIOHAL ALT_ATE MISSION TRAJ_ES
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L. L. McNair
(i)
(159 and i Reproducible)
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